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ABSTRACT

An approach to obtaining efficient single pass mode conversion at high

parallel wavenumber from the fast magnetosonic wave to the slow ion Bernstein

wave, in a two ion species tokamak plasma, is described. The intent is to

produce localized electron heating or current drive via the mode converted slow

wave. In particular, this technique can be adapted to off-axis current drive for

current profile control. Modelling for the case of deuterium-tritium plasmas in

TFTR is presented.
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Introduction.

Mode conversion from the fast magnetosonic wave to the slow ion

Bernstein wave (IBW) in a two-ion component plasma is known to play a part in
&

ICRF (Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency) heating schemes in tokamak

plasmas. For example, mode conversion is predicted to be an important

process in deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas, 1 where the densities of the two ion

species are approximately equal. In experiments with a fast wave antenna on

the high field side of the torus, IBW heating of electrons dominated the power

flow. 2 Mode conversion and the modification of the fast wave polarization near

the ion-ion hybrid resonance is known to be important in minority ion heating,

especially at low parallel wavenumber (kll).1,3,4,5,6,7 Mode conversion from

the fast wave to the slow Alfven wave near the high field side plasma edge can

be significant in large tokamaks. 8

Most of the current generation of large tokamaks have high power long

pulse ICRF systems for heating, with antennas sited on the low field side of the

torus. Here we discuss a regime for efficient fast wave - IBW mode conversion in

a two ion species plasma, for the purpose of direct electron heating or current

drive by the IBW using existing low field side ICRF systems. For near-equal ion

concentrations the mode conversion surface can be sited in the plasma core,

while the ion cyclotron resonances are off axis in the colder regions of the

plasma. This geometry limits fast wave ion heating. Efficient mode conversion

is predicted at high kll for the proper choice of plasma parameters, so that the

Bernstein wave phase velocity v_=e)/kll is on the order of or less than the
II

electron thermal veloc'ity VTe. Strong, localized electron damping of the

Bernstein wave is expected to result.
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An examination of the cold plasma resonance and cutoff surfaces shows

. that for parameters typical of large present-day tokamaks, these surfaces

coalesce into a closely spaced cutoff-resonance-cutoff triplet at some

° experimentally accessible k ll= k llc. The evanescent layer between the low field

side cutoff ar,d the mode conversion surface is therefore thin for parallel

wavenumbers slightly less than k llc, which enhances tunnelling of the fast

wave from the low field side and the mode conversion efficiency. The presence

of the second cutoff on the high field side of the resonance augments the wave

electric field at the mode conversion surface to further increase the mode

conversion efficiency. Such effects have been discussed for the Alfven

resonance4,8, 9 but the importance of the high field side resonance in mode

conversion at the ion-ion hybrid resonance has not been previously noted.

Here we model for the first time the effect of a resonance-cutoff-resonance triplet

on mode conversion in the experimentally important ion-ion hybrid case.

Numerical results indicate that in excess of 80% per pass of the fast wave

power incident on the triplet can be mode converted and coupled directly to

electrons.

Efficient, off-axis heating of thermal electrons has potential applications

in MHD control, current profile control, and electron heat transport studies.

Off axis current drive is also of interest. Electron cyclotron heating could in

principle provide a (proven) alternate bulk electron heating and current drive

technique, but there are at present no microwave sources capable of supplying

multimegawatt long pulse power at appropriate frequencies. In contrast, all of

the present generation of large tokamaks have high power heating systems in

• the ICRF. High efficiency mode conversion therefore has the potential for wide

utilization in the near term in fusion research.



Cold plasma considerations.

For the ICRF the relevant cold plasma dispersion relation may be

written: 4
|

(K.L +Kx-n:_l )(K_L-Kx-n_2 I) (R_n_21)(L_n_21)
n2 = = (1)

(K..L-n_21) (S- n_l)

where

o;j Kx= nj o ;j
K_L= 1- __.,0.)2 , . _ 002 ,J -_:_ J -_:_

and n_L=Ck_L/CO,nll=Ckll/O0, _Opj2=nqj2/(mj,£o), _j=qjBo/mj; mj and qj being the

mass and charge of the jth species. The notation R, L, and S follows Stix. 4

Mode conversion between the fast and slow modes occurs at the n II2=S

surface when hot plasma effects are included. 1 For a single ion species

plasma, this surface occurs only for _<_i, and is referred to as the AIfven

resonance. For a plasma with two ion species an additional mode conversion

surface appears at a frequency intermediate to the two ion cyclotron

frequencies, and is referred to as the ion-ion hybrid resonance.

For the case of the ion-ion hybrid resonance in the situation usually

considered, where k II is small and the fast wave is incident from the low field

side, the fast wave is cutoff at the n II2=L surface before reaching the resonance.

Here the n II2=R cutoff surface occurs at low density far from the resonance, and

so the L and S surfaces form an isolated cutoff-resonance pair. In this case the
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mode converted power can be shown to be given by ITI2(1- ITI2), where

. IT I=e-_land 1"1is the tunnelling factor.5,6,10

We consider here a two-ion hybrid resonance regime where the
iI

n II2=L, R, and S surfaces occur in a closely spaced cutoff-resonance-cutoff

triplet. Such a situation can be produced in present day large tokamaks in D-T

plasmas by correctly choosing the species fraction, normalized frequency, and

central density. We take TFTR as an example system. In Figure 1 a map of the

locations in the equatorial plane of the cold plasma cutoffs and resonances for

TFTR as a function of the parallel wavenumber are shown. The density profile

was modelled as ne(r)~ne(0)(1-(r/a)l.5) 1.5, appropriate to a supershot

discharge, with ne(0)=5xl019 m-3, major radius 2.62 m, minor radius 0.98 m,

and a central toroidal field of 4.8 T. The assumed fractional concentration of

tritium was _lT-nT/ne=0.4 in a deuterium plasma and the frequency, 33 MHz.

The cutoffs and resonances coalesce at R(major radius)~2.3 m, or r/a--.0.3, for

kll=kllc~12 m-1. This wavenumber corresponds approximately to the peak in

the vacuum antenna spectrum for the TFTR ICRH antennas, for 90 ° phasing,

when toroidicity ( kll ~l/R) is included. For kll<kllc the ordering of the cutoffs and

resonances is the same as for the familiar minority ion heating regime; for

kll>kllc the ordering is the same as for the Alfven regime4, 8. For kll=kllc a

cutoff is produced. In practice, k II<k ilc is required for good antenna coupling at

the low field side edge. Two factors favor efficient mode conversion for k II on

the order of (but less than) kllc: the proximity of the nll2=L cutoff and the nll2=S

resonance which allows efficient tunnelling through the evanescent layer, and
R

the second cutoff at n It2=R which reflects transmitted fast wave power back into

• the resonance from the high field side.

The resonance location is primarily determined by the frequeqcy an_dthe

relative concentration of the two ion species (deuterium and tritium here), and



so off-axis electron heating and current drive is possible. In fast wave direct

electron heating and current drive, by contrast, the inverse damping length of

the fast wave on electrons Im(k]_) scales as Re( k L)_e_e'_ 2, where _e is the

electron beta and _=e)/kllVTe.11 The linear dependence of the inverse damping

length on 13e~neTe produces a power deposition profile which is always

peaked on axis.

In the mode conversion case, the radial location of the power deposition

can be varied with the frequency. In the limit where nil 2 >>1 but _Opi2 >> nil 2e2

the location of the resonance in major radius may be approximated as

R- 1 eBoR._Ao(022 +_plP-rel

e) m1 0)21+ (o_2 (2)

where R0 is the major radius of the axis, B0 is the on-axis toroidal field, and

#rel is ratio of the ion masses. Since R--.1/cohere, a 10% variation in the

frequency of the coupled fast wave would be sufficient to vary the location of the

resonance, and the resulting slow wave heating or current drive, by Ar/a~0.25

for typical tokamak aspect ratios. Active profile control in future long-pulse

tokamaks may therefore be possible.

Mode conversion efficiency

In the absence of the secondary high field side cutoff, the mode

conversion efficiency is determined by the tunnelling factor, which can be

approximated in plane geometry as7, 8

-(7[ / 2)(D_ / S')

q = (-(D 2), / S,)1/2 (3)



Here D=I/2(R-L) and the subscript 0 denotes evaluation at the spatial position
b

of the n II2-S resonance. S and D2 have been linearized in the spatial

° coordinate x as S-nll2=S'x and D2=D02+(D2)'x, where x, y, and z respectively

denote the radial, poloidal, and toroidal directions and are normalized to c/_.

In Fig. 2 we plot the estimate of the percentage of the mode converted

power ITI2(1 - ITI2), ITl=e-ll, as a function of kll using Eq. (3) to determine

11.Plasma parameters were the same as for Fig. 1. Also shown in Fig. 2 is an

estimate of the mode converted power using the fourth order 1-Dfull wave code

CARDS. 12 Here the spatial extent of the plasma slab modelled included the

n II2=L cutoff and n II2=S resonance only; the high field side n II2=R cutoff was

excluded. Competing absorption mechanisms are not considered. The

numerical modelling assumed a central ion temperature Ti(0)=20 keV, and a

central electron temperature Te(0)=10 keV, with a profile varying as Ti,e(0)(1 o

(r/a)1.5)2.5 appropriate to a supershot discharge in TFTR. For this case the

analytic expression for the mode converted power and the numerical results are

in excellent agreement. Both indicate that, for the isolated cutoff-resonance

case there is a broad maximum in the mode conversion efficiency at k If = 8 - 10

m-l; or somewhat below kllc.

For the case of interest here, which includes the n II2=R cutoff, it has been

shown that the mode converted power can in general be written as

Pc=_s, I y , (4)
o

, where I Ey l is the y (poloidal) component of the electric field at the resonance. 8

The presence of a nearby cutoff would be expected to modify the mode

conversior, efficiency by modifying I Eyl at the resonance. This effect has not



previously been included in estimates of mode conversion efficiency. Note that,

unlike the case of a nearby conducting wall, 8 I Ey Idoes not vanish at the cutoff.

The result of numerical modelling with the CARDS code in which the high field

side nll2=R cutoff is included is also shown in Fig. 2. For high kll (9-11.5 m-1 )

0

the mode conversion efficiency is predicted to be significantly increased by the

inclusion of the high field side cutoff. For this range in wavenumber the distance

between the n II2=R cutoff and the mode conversion layer is less than half the

radial wavelength of the transmitted fast wave, where the proximity of the cutoff

significantly increases the wavelength. The increase in the mode conversion

efficiency is found to scale as IEyCl2/I Eyl 2, whereIEyCl(I Ey I) is

numerically determined with (without) the high field side cutoff. The effect of a

standing-wave pattern in I Ey I due to reflection at the high field side cutoff is

further evidenced by the elimination of mode conversion for k II=8.5 m-1. This

value of the wavenumber is associated with a null in I Eyl atthe n II2=S

resonance. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the region in parallel

wavenumber where enhanced mode conversion is obtained is larger than the

FWHM of the TFTR ICRF antenna spectrum (the two-strap TFTR antennas are

not optimized for current drive), but is of the same order as the predicted

spectral width of antennas designed for fast wave current drive. 13 Note that

numerical modelling with the inclusion of the high field side cutoff for k ll<6.75

m-1 could not be performed due to the proximity of the tritium cyclotron

resonance. Modelling with the sixth order full-wave 1-D code FELICE14 shows

similiar high mode conversion efficiency for these parameters.

The power deposition profile calculated using CARDS for the case

discussed in relation to Figures (1) and (2)is shown in Fig. 3, where the full °

cutoff-resonance-cutoff is now modelled. A wavenumber of kl1-10 m-1 is
l

assumed. Here the code boundaries include the fundamental ion cyclotrod



resonance of deuterium 10 cm to the low field side of the axis. Since deuterium

° is in effect the majority species here, there is only 10% single-pass absorption

of the incident fast wave on the deuterium, despite the 20 keV ion temperature.

20% of the incident power is reflected, with the remainder (70%) undergoing

mode conversion and absorption on the electrons at r/a~0.4 on the high-field

side of the axis. The radial location of power deposition is a few cm to the high

field side of the n II2=S resonance. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

the power deposition profile is 6 cm. For this parameter regime, direct single

pass absorption of the fast wave (which peaks near x=0) by electrons is

negligible in comparison to the mode converted power.

Since the absorbed wave is a slow mode, single-pass absorption

efficiency is less dependent on the electron temperature than in the case of

direct electron heating by fast waves. Numerical results with variations of the

central electron temperature from 2 to 30 keV, while keeping all other

parameters constant, indicate that the mode converted power flow to electrons

varies by less than 5% over this range in Te. The power deposition profile does,

however, broaden as Te is reduced, from a FWHM value of 5 cm at Te(0)=30

keV to 20 cm at 2 keV. Direct electron damping of the fast wave, by contrast, is

negligible at 2 keY and is predicted to increase to only 4% per pass at 30 keV.

The increase in mode conversion efficiency which results from the

presence of the secondary high field side cutoff is further demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 is a plot of the numerically estimated absorbed, reflected, and

transmitted wave power, using CARDS, as a function of the position of the high

" field side boundary. The low field side (source) boundary is located at R=3.0 m,

the n Jl2=L cutoff and adjacent n II2=S resonance are located at R=2.35 m, and

the n 112=Rcutoff is located at R=2.15 m. As the absorbing boundary is moved

tl_rougt_the n II 2=L and S surfaces the reflected power increases to



approximately 25%, and a similiar fraction of the power is mode converted and

coupled to the electrons. As the n rl2=R cutoff is traversed the transmitted power

drops to zero while the mode converted power absorbed on electrons increases o

due to the fast wave reflection from the cutoff and the resultant increased

electric field at the mode conversion surface. The high mode conversion

efficiency predicted by numerical modelling with the CARDS code is due to

inclusion of the full resonance-cutoff-resonance triplet in the modelling region.

Current drive efficiency

For plasma parameters of interest in near-term large tokamaks the

coalescence of the cutoff and resonant surfaces will occur at relatively large k ll,

and hence low ve. For the example TFTR case discussed in conjunction with

Fig. 3, V_VTe "- 0.5 in the region where power is deposited on electrons, at

r/a=0.3-0.4 on the high field side of the axis. It has been shown that for power

deposition on the high field side of the axis the reduction of current drive

efficiency due to trapped electron effects is minimized. 15 We estimate the

driven current for the example case using the Ehst-Karney parameterizationl 5

for the current drive efficiency. All power is assumed to be deposited at an

inverse aspect ratio E=0.1. Since the single pass absorption is high, 90% of the

launched fast wave power will be deposited on electrons in a few passes. For a

Zeff of 2, therefore, the driven current is estimated to be 0.07 A/W of coupled fast., =

wave power. Here Landau damping of the IBW is assumed to dominate. The

figure of merit for current drive efficiency y-(SeR T /102°)(I/P,)=0.06 A-W-lm -2.
j.

Studies have shown that for high parallel phase velocity waves

(N II-ck II/o)=0.1) the magnitude and sign of the Bernstein parallel wavenumber ,

change as the wave propagates when poloidal field effects are included. 16
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Without resorting to a iully toroidal hot plasma treatment, we can estimate the

change in kll due to poloidal field effects before the Bernstein wave is damped
q

in our low phase velocity (N i1=1I) case using the 1-D code CARDS. At the

' mode conversion surface, the Bernstein wave vector lies in the direction of

decreasing major radius (k._.---kx, where x is in the major radial direction). For

r_ropagation exactly in the plasma midplane the parallel wavenumber is largely

preserved. 16 Above or below the midplane the parallel wavenumber will

undergo an up- or down- shift, depending on the sense of the rotational

transform. In a poloidal magnetic field, kll =k®(B®/B)+n(B_/B)/(R+ rcose),16

where ko denotes the projection of the Bernstein wavenumber onto the poloidal

direction, Be denotes the poloidal and B@the toroidal field, and e) is the

poloidal angle. For the case considered here, numerical modelling indicates

that 90% of the power in the Bernstein wave is damped with kx<200 m-1 The

dispersion relation of the Bernstein wave was obtained using the CARDS code

and is approximately valid, since k_LPi <1. Assuming that the mode conversion

layer (at r/a=0.4) is located near the q=2 surface, then within +15 cm vertical

displacement from the midplane poloidal effects will cause less than a 50%

change in the IBW parallel wave number before the wave is damped. Thus for

mode conversion at low phase velocity (high k ll ), in a sufficiently dense plasma

for good wave focussing to occur, poloidal effects are not expected to

dominate.

Finally, we note that if the mode conversion layer, and therefore the peak

in the power deposition profile, is located on-axis, then the absence of trapped

• particle effects would increase the projected current drive efficiency to 0.1 7 A_

w-l, again for TFTR parameters. Operation at low v¢/vTe (high momentum

input) can further increase the current drive efficiency in this case by an

additional factor of "-2.15 Down shifts of the parallel wavenumber due to

11
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poloidal field effects may significantly modify the current drive efficiency in this

case, however.

Conclusions

A regime for efficient excitation of the ion Bernstein wave via mode

conversion of the fast magnetosonic wave for values of the launched

wavenumber somewhat less than kllc, w!lere kilo denotes the wavenumber at

which the n II 2=L, R and S surfaces coalesce, is discussed. This regime is a

suitable candidate for on- or off-axis direct heating of electrons, and on- or off-

axis current drive, to provide current profile control in the present generation of

large tokamaks, using existing ICRF systems. Numerical modelling based oJ, a

deuterium-tritium ion system in TFTR indicates that single-pass absorption on

electrons of 70% can be obtained in this regime with narrow (<10 cm) power

deposition profiles. By contrast, single-pass direct electron absorption on the

fast wave for the same plasma parameters is indicated to be weak (<5%). The

mode converted Bernstein wave is damped on thermal electrons, with vQ"VTe.

Trapped electron effects are minimized by localizing the power deposition to the

high field side of the magnetic axis, however. Predicted off-axis current drive

efficiency is approximately 0.07 AW -1 for typical TFTR parameters.
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Figure Captions.

Figure 1. Map of the cold plasma cutoff and resonant surfaces in kll and major

radius for TFTR. L denotes the nil 2=L cutoff, S denotes the n II2--S resonance,

and R denotes the n la2=R low density cutoff. The locations of the fundamental

cyclotron resonances of deuterium and tritium are indicated by _D and _T.

Figure 2. Estimates of the percentage of the incident power which is mode

converted. The solid line denotes the analytic estimate obtained using Eq. 3 to

determine T!for the isolated cutoff-resonance case. The crosses indicate the

numerical results obtained with the 1-D code CARDS for the same case. The

triangles indicate the numerical results for the mode converted power fraction

when the additional high field side cutoff is included.

Figure 3. Power deposition profiles computed with CARDS. Electron absorption

is indicated by E, deuterium absorption by D, and tritium absorption (which is

negligible throughout the modelled region) by T. The plasma axis is at 2.62 m.

Figure 4. Absorbed, reflected, and transmitted power as a function of the spatial

position of the high field side boundary of the modelled region. Here E denotes

power absorbed on electrons, D indicates deuterium absorption, R indicates

reflected power, and T denotes the power transmitted to the boundary.
o
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